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10/10/23 CCFAC Public Hearing 
Written Testimonies Submitted 

 

1. Michael Mahrer, Senior Director of Advancement, The English Empowerment Center - 

formerly the Literacy Council of Northern Virginia (SPEAKER - IN-PERSON) 

 

2. Roshon Casey-Lee, Britepaths client, County resident (SPEAKER - IN-PERSON) 

 

3. Jerry Poje, Unitarian Universalist Congregation of Fairfax (SPEAKER - IN-PERSON) 

 

4. Marianela Funes, Community Organizer, Tenants and Workers United (SPEAKER - IN-PERSON) 

 

5. Mary Paden, Housing Committee Chair, Fairfax County NAACP (SPEAKER - VIRTUAL) 

 

6. Bradley Staton, NVRC Board of Directors, Northern Virginia Resource Center for Deaf and Hard 

of Hearing Persons (SPEAKER – VIRTUAL)  

 

7. Joint written comments from Cornerstones, FACETS, Lorton Community Action Center, and 

Western Fairfax Christian Ministries, submitted by Harmonie Taddeo of WFCM (SPEAKER - IN-

PERSON) 

 

8. Eileen McCartin, Executive Director, Northern Virginia Resource Center for Deaf and Hard of 

Hearing Persons 

 

9. Sue Mairena, President, Annandale Christian Community for Action 

 

10. Sandra Benavente, Advocacy Manager, Ayuda  
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1) Michael Mahrer, Senior Director of Advancement, The English Empowerment 

Center, formerly Literacy Council of Northern Virginia (SPEAKER - IN-PERSON) 
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2) Roshon Casey-Lee, Britepaths client, County resident (SPEAKER - IN-PERSON) 
 

My name is Roshon Casey-Lee, I am a native of Richmond, Va and a resident of 

Fairfax Co for three years. My family and I moved to Fairfax in June 2020 after I 

landed my dream job based in D.C. Despite this great career move, for the past 

three years we have struggled financially to gain our footing in our new 

community. This has been mainly based on the underemployment of my 

husband, exorbitant rent rates and high interest debt we amassed to help us 

stay afloat. Due to these challenges, we fell behind on our rent. Our apartment 

complex connected us to the Fairfax Co. Coordinated Services which led to us 

being connected with Britepaths. It is because of Britepaths that we are still 

here in Fairfax Co. as residents today. Britepaths has impacted me and my 

family in a variety of ways. I have been able to participate in a life-changing 

financial mentorship program that has helped shift my mindset regarding 

money and debt. My mentor and I have worked on reducing my debt, 

improving my credit score and starting a savings account in which after 12 

months of consistent saving Britepaths will match up to $500 of the amount 

saved. We have also been able to get assistance through their food program. 

The grocery store gift cards and vouchers to the farmer’s market have been 

invaluable to us. The food program allowed us to receive help and keep a sense 

of dignity at the same time. Struggling financially is stressful and at times this 

has caused me to experience high anxiety and depression. My mentor 

suggested I get in touch with the Women’s Center. I did and was able to talk 

with a counselor there to help me deal with the emotional impact of my 

situation. When our car, which also serves as my husband’s main mode of 

employment as a rideshare driver, broke down, Britepaths was able to provide 

financial assistance to repair it. My husband is currently participating in the 

amazing Amazon Web Services (AWS) Cohort offered by Britepaths Workforce 

Development department. This cohort is set to change the trajectory of his 

career and our lives financially. We are still fighting the battle to be on steady 

footing financially, However, knowing that an agency like Britepaths is there for 

us makes us more confident and more hopeful that we will make it through 

this season of financial strain.  
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3) Jerry Poje, Unitarian Universalist Congregation of Fairfax (SPEAKER - IN-PERSON) 
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4) Marianela Funes, Community Organizer, Tenants and Workers United (SPEAKER 

IN-PERSON) 
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5) Mary Paden, Housing Committee Chair, Fairfax County NAACP (SPEAKER -

VIRTUAL) 
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6) Bradley Staton, NVRC Board of Directors, Northern Virginia Resource Center for 

Deaf and Hard of Hearing Persons (SPEAKER – VIRTUAL)  
 

I am the Chair of NVRC Board, and I am profoundly hearing impaired since 

birth.  I wear bilateral hearing aids and use speech, lipreading and sign 

language to communicate.   

Since 1988 the Northern Virginia Resource Center for Deaf and Hard of 

Hearing Persons (NVRC) has served a diverse community, including, deaf-blind, 

late-deafened, parents with deaf and hard of hearing children, children of deaf 

and hard of hearing parents, educators, sign language teachers and students, 

hearing aid users, people with cochlear implants, people with tinnitus, and people 

with auditory processing disorders. 

I am providing public comment to request attention be paid to access to housing 

and human services for persons in Fairfax who are deaf or hard of hearing. 

Specifically, we ask that attention be paid to better acoustics in housing design 

in common areas, and that planning include some set asides for deaf and hard of 

hearing housing applicants.  

We are also asking for additional funding to help meet the needs of a growing 

population aging into hearing loss.  The number of people in Fairfax who are aging 

is growing.  NVRC would like to provide additional outreach services, hearing 

screenings with consult, information on assistive technology, coping with hearing 

loss and information on hearing aids.  There is research that shows untreated 

hearing loss is correlated with higher rates of dementia and getting fitted with 

a proper hearing device is correlated with improved quality of life and less 

incidence of dementia. 

Thank you for your consideration. 

 

Best Regards, 

Brad 

 

Bradley W. Staton 

NVRC Board of Directors 

NVRC Board Chair 
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7) Joint written comments from Cornerstones, FACETS, Lorton Community Action 

Center, and Western Fairfax Christian Ministries, submitted by Harmonie 

Taddeo, WFCM (SPEAKER - IN-PERSON) 
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8) Eileen McCartin, Executive Director, Northern Virginia Resource Center for Deaf 

and Hard of Hearing Persons 

 
Written Testimony Provided to Fairfax County Consolidated Community Funding 

Advisory Committee, Oct 10, 2023 
by Eileen McCartin, Ph. D., Executive Director 

Northern Virginia Resource Center for Deaf and Hard of Hearing Persons (NVRC) and 

a bilateral cochlear implant user, whose hearing loss began in childhood. 
  
Significant hearing loss can be devastating and isolating to the quality of life of individuals 

and their families. Everyone knows someone who has hearing loss, and it is often frustrating 

for all parties to communicate. Aging into hearing loss can result in limited contact and 

interactions with others and avoidance of environments that are acoustically challenging. 

Since 1988 the Northern Virginia Resource Center for Deaf and Hard of Hearing 

Persons (NVRC) has served a diverse community, including, deaf-blind, late-deafened, 

parents with deaf and hard of hearing children, children of deaf and hard of hearing parents, 

educators, sign language teachers and students, hearing aid users, people with cochlear 

implants, people with tinnitus, and people with auditory processing disorders. 

Most of the staff and board of NVRC are deaf or hard of hearing, and as such, we have 

personal experience with hearing loss. We advocate for legislation change and communication 

access for members of the community. We want people to know about the technology, 

resources, and laws that can be used to improve quality of life and reduce social isolation. 

I am providing public comment to request attention be paid to access to housing and human 

services for persons in Fairfax who are deaf or hard of hearing. 

Regarding accessible housing, attention needs to be paid to more accessible and culturally 

suitable housing for low-income residents and/or senior citizens who are deaf, hard of hearing, 

late-deafened, deafblind, or deaf/mobile disabled. In communal spaces, attention should be 

paid to acoustic design given its impact on hard of hearing residents. If acoustics are poor and 

the rooms are designed with high ceilings and low-maintenance surfaces, it is extremely 

difficult for a hard of hearing person to join in, participate, and benefit. When a communal 

space has little to no sound absorption, it is impossible for the hard of hearing person to 

communicate effectively with other residents. This type of environment discourages 

participation and socialization, which in turn increases isolation among people who are hard 

of hearing. Attention needs to be paid towards how ambient sounds from surrounding areas 

bleed over to other areas as to cause interference. Taking acoustics into consideration from the 

start in the design process can go a long way towards ensuring inclusivity. 

I am attaching the filing sent to HUD by the National Association of the Deaf drafted with 

input from NVRC and other organizations who collaborated on the needs of Deaf, Deaf Blind, 

Deaf Disabled, Hard of Hearing, and Late-Deafened people in accessible housing. This 

document has extensive information on housing access issues. 
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Regarding human services, I would like to ask that the board attend to issues of 

communication access to county meetings and events and provide easily understood ways for 

people to request appropriate accommodations such as sign language interpreters, cued 

language transliterators, and captioning for in-person and remote gatherings.  

It would be beneficial for the county to provide additional funding to NVRC for training on 

assistive technology, coping with hearing loss, hearing screenings with consult, American 

Sign Language and Communication Apps courses for first responders as well as presentations 

on communication challenges, hearing aids, and solutions for people aging into hearing loss. 

There is research that shows untreated hearing loss is correlated with higher rates of dementia 

and getting fitted with a proper hearing device is correlated with improved quality of life and 

less incidence of dementia. 

Demographics show an increase in our aging population.  Fairfax County reports that, 

currently, 1 in 7 County residents is 65+, and they project that by 2035 that ratio will be 1 in 5 

as the population ages.  The County is trying to entice its residents to age in place here.  

Fairfax County's 50+ Community Action Plan offers robust services to ensure this can happen 

and NVRC can play an important role in providing services to this population. 

Fairfax County Recent Population Statistics 

Age demographic information from Fairfax County website: Overview of Demographic 

Characteristics (total population in 2021: 1,170,033). 

Total 2020 population:  1,167,000 

Total 2021 population:  1,170,033     (+3,033) 

Age bracket 2020 2021 Difference 

50-54 85,562 82,009 -3,553 

55-59 78,852 79,431 + 579 

60-64 68,513 68,982 + 469 

65-69 54,210 54,954 + 744 

70-74 36,515 40,921 +4,406 

75-79 24,133 27,819 +3,686 

80+ 32,454 34,422 +1,968 

  

 

Total Fairfax County Population age 50+ 
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2020    380,239 

2021    388,448 (+8,209) 

Using the local data and incidence of hearing loss, we see that there are 95,875 residents 

between the ages of 65 and 74.  If one in 3 has a hearing loss, that is 33%, or 30,333. There 

are 62,241 residents over the age of 75.  If two out of three have a hearing loss, that’s 66%, or 

41,079.  Adding those together, you have a total of 71,412 residents in Fairfax County who 

potentially have age-related hearing loss, an increase of 4,126 residents since 2020. 

The numbers alone indicate a need for attention to be paid to the needs of people with hearing 

loss in the county. Planning to provide services for the community will be beneficial not just 

for those who have hearing loss but their colleagues, friends, family and the community. 

Thank you for the opportunity to provide input and to assure the committee that NVRC is 

committed to access and inclusion of the deaf and hard of hearing community in Fairfax 

County. 

Sincerely, 

Eileen McCartin, Ph.D. 

Executive Director 

(attachment) 

 

 

Note: this speaker’s testimony attachment is found at the end of this document. 

 

 

  



July 24, 2023
via electronic filing

Department of Housing and Urban Development
451 7th Street, SW
Washington, DC 20410

Re: HUD’s Section 504 Advance Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (ANPRM), 88 FR 24938,
24 CFR Parts 8 and 9 [Docket No. FR–6257–A–01] RIN 2529–AB03

On April 25th, 2023, the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (hereafter
“HUD” or “the Department”) published an Advanced Notice of Proposed Rulemaking
(ANPRM) asking that members of the public, particularly those who are members of the
disabled community, comment on a variety of issues pertaining to new guidance on Section 504.
In what follows, we address comments 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10, and 13 and suggest solutions for the
Department to pursue in the rulemaking process for the most equitable and effective outcomes
for Deaf, DeafBlind, DeafDisabled, Hard of Hearing, and Late-Deafened folks (hereafter “deaf
and hard of hearing” except where specifically noted).

Definitions
First, the Department seeks clarification and input on the application and definition of the

term “disability” as utilized in HUD programs, given their requirements to adhere to certain
statutory authorizations in particular populations.1 To further extend this definition, we
recommend the Department consider adding language involving people with intersectional
disabilities, such as DeafBlind and DeafDisabled.

Accessible Technology and Design
Further, the Department seeks input on the types of auxiliary aids and services

individuals with disabilities seek in housing and community development programs. In respect to
the deaf and hard of hearing community, such aids as installed within a modern residential space
may include but are not limited to flashing light-equipped devices that alert for doorbells and
alarms such as fire or carbon monoxide detectors as well as vibrating technology and phone

1 See 24 CFR 8.3 (24).

1

WRITTEN TESTIMONY ATTACHMENT SUBMITTED BY:
Eileen McCartin, Executive Director, Northern Virginia Resource Center for Deaf
and Hard of Hearing Persons

https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2023/04/25/2023-08464/nondiscrimination-on-the-basis-of-disability-updates-to-huds-section-504-regulations


notifications for those who cannot see the flashing technology. It remains key that any installed
smart technology within the home, such as smart thermostats, remain accessible beyond audible
commands and responses. For example, a fire alarm that flashes and/or vibrates.2

Current ADA regulations for accessible design already includes guidance as to the
existence of visually accessible fire alarms, but includes no language mandating landlords or
builders to pre-install them.3 HUD regulations that include accessible measures of these types
would provide utility not only to deaf or hard of hearing residents, but many other residents in a
wide variety of situations, by providing alternative alert information when hearing residents are
wearing headphones, sleeping, or in a noisy environment. The cost of accommodations is lower
at the time of construction than it would be to retrofit later, so including accessible technology
from the start will save both money as well as potentially lives.

Application Process
The application process for housing itself also requires accessibility considerations. Any

online service providing videos for viewing or mobile applications in the process should be
required to provide captioning for its audiovisual content. If the housing in question is located in
an area with a high population of deaf people, American Sign Language (ASL) should be added
to these videos as well. This includes possible training modules or informational videos. Without
accessibility in these processes, deaf or hard of hearing renters may be entirely deterred in the
application and renewal processes. Deaf and hard of hearing consumers have substantial
contributions to make towards the rental economy, but first they must be able to access it.

Integrated v. Designated Housing
While housing integrated with deaf and hard of hearing tenants may meet the statutory

requirements for access, it does not meet their communication needs. Housing specifically
designated for deaf and hard of hearing individuals offers several advantages. Firstly,
after-the-fact adaptations are not necessary, thus alleviating time and energy away from builders
and landlords. Housing designated for the deaf and hard of hearing remains accessible to the
hearing; housing designated for the hearing does not remain accessible to the deaf and hard of
hearing.

The current standard of allocating “two (2) percent of the total units (or at least one unit,
whichever is greater)”4 may on paper meet all the needs of disabled people seeking housing, but
reality offers a much more complicated picture. Without rigorous and proactive accessibility

4 See 24 CFR 8.21.
3 See 4.28.3.
2 See Resources on visual fire alarms, The National Deaf Center.

2

https://nationaldeafcenter.org/resource-items/visual-fire-alarms/


measures, the requirement of increasing accessible housing availability only when necessary
offers an additional disincentive to an otherwise interested deaf or hard of hearing renter - where
there is a delay in meeting accessibility standards, renters may choose a different option with
designated deaf or hard of hearing housing instead. A far more effective standard which would in
itself eliminate the need for enforcement and inspection of the two percent guidance5 is to require
all units to have a base level of accessibility in the first place. Barrier concerns regarding
seeking, locating, and securing accessible housing would thus be mitigated.

Further, housing designated specifically for deaf or hard of hearing residents fosters
cultural centers where communication needs are fully met, rather than isolating deaf or hard of
hearing residents within hearing spaces. While integrated housing solves issues of accessible
housing availability and promotes inclusion for most people with disabilities, we urge the
Department to consider that such practices may instead create isolation for deaf or hard of
hearing tenants. In looking to foster a sense of community and daily communication for those
whose primary language is ASL, designated deaf or hard of hearing housing is an essential
option for many deaf and hard of hearing tenants.

Housing Choice Vouchers (HCV)
The challenges that exist in utilizing housing choice vouchers (HCV)6 and other tenant

based rental assistance programs toward fulfilling a household’s disability related needs are
congruent to those discussed in other sections. Clear communication between renters and
landlords, as well as accessibility throughout the entire application process, remain crucial to the
success of the program. One such approach that may minimize inconsistencies or difficulties in
adapting spaces to meet the needs of renters is the “accessible from the start” approach, as
discussed in other sections in this filing. Such an approach would not only achieve the benefits
shared above, but also help mitigate any shortage of available accessible housing units for the
deaf and hard of hearing.

Streamlining Guidance
The Department seeks guidance in harmonizing the overlapping standards in the varying

accessibility in housing regulations, including Section 504, the ADA, and the Fair Housing Act.
While the Department's earlier clarification and reaffirmation of the guidance in the Fair Housing

6 See 24 CFR 8.28
5 See 24 CFR 8.22(b)
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Act7 represent a viable starting point, enforcement must go beyond policy language and present
active results. To achieve such a result and minimize confusion, the Department ought to focus
on utilizing consistent language and definitions, offering resources for transitioning housing to
accessible standards, and issuing guidance to renters and landlords in simplified language and
accessible formats on what particular rights and responsibilities are to be honored under the
statutes.

Communal Spaces
In regard to shared communal spaces, such as laundry rooms, kitchens, and shared

lounges, a similar standard should apply as those suggested in residential areas. For example,
while a deaf or hard of hearing renter may have access to flashing light equipped fire alarms in
their living space, such a precaution lacks efficacy if an emergency takes place while using a
communal laundry space. Furthermore, a hearing person could be listening to music while doing
laundry. Accessible alerting in communal spaces offers a universal benefit. This includes
accessible from the start technology, requiring minimal adaptation in the event a deaf or hard of
hearing resident moves in. Accessible from the start technologies would not only alleviate
alteration responsibilities from renters, it may also incentivise deaf or hard of hearing residents to
seek out the space given the immediacy of accessibility.

Further, in communal spaces, attention should be paid to acoustic design given its impact
on hard of hearing residents. If acoustics are poor and the rooms are designed with high ceilings
and low-maintenance surfaces, it is extremely difficult for a hard of hearing person to join in,
participate, and benefit. When a communal space has little to no sound absorption, it is
impossible for the hard of hearing person to communicate effectively with other residents. This
type of environment discourages participation and socialization, which in turn increases isolation
among people who are hard of hearing. Attention needs to be paid towards how ambient sounds
from surrounding areas bleed over to other areas as to cause interference. Taking acoustics into
consideration from the start in the design process can go a long way towards ensuring inclusivity.

Reasonable Accommodations
We commend the Department for taking the opportunity to clarify the scope and meaning

of “reasonable accommodations” in the forthcoming modified guidance on Section 504. We
further recommend the Department utilize this opportunity to address in more concrete terms the
difference between a “reasonable accommodation” and a “modification” as utilized in 24 CFR
8.11(a).

7 See 85 FR 60288
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Intersectional Barriers
In regards to barriers faced uniquely by those who are members of multiple-marginalized

groups, we commend the Department for their reaffirmation of the discriminatory effects
standard.8 We ask the Department continue to keep intersectional barriers at the forefront of their
analysis and consider multi-angle filing as a viable option for those seeking relief for alleged
discriminatory acts within housing. Barriers faced by people of color, LGBTQIA2S+ people, and
other marginalized groups often become compounded by the difficulties in communication faced
by deaf and hard of hearing individuals. Thus, striving to maintain clear and accessible
communication and inclusion is one of the most beneficial actions HUD can take toward
minimizing risks and barriers posed to those with multiple marginalized identities within the
housing process.

Conclusion
We extend our gratitude to the Department for their commitment to including the

perspectives of our community in its decision making processes and urge the Department to
incorporate the recommendations herein.

Respectfully submitted,
/s/

Zainab Alkebsi
Policy Counsel

National Association of the Deaf
zainab.alkebsi@nad.org

National Association of the Deaf (NAD)
Howard Rosenblum, Chief Executive Officer • howard.rosenblum@nad.org
Contact: Zainab Alkebsi • zainab.alkebsi@nad.org
Silver Spring, MD
https://www.nad.org

8 See 86 FR 33590

5
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Cerebral Palsy and Deaf Organization (CPADO)
Mark Hill, President
14510 Homecrest Road
Unit #3008
Silver Spring, Maryland 20906
(503)512-5066
www.cpado.org

Communication Service for the Deaf (CSD)
Chris Soukup, Chief Executive Officer · csoukup@CSD.org
Contact: Karen Peltz-Strauss, Consultant · kpstrauss@gmail.com
https://www.csd.org

Telecommunications for the Deaf and Hard of Hearing, Inc. (TDI)
AnnMarie Killian, Chief Executive Officer • amkillian@tdiforaccess.org
Mark Seeger, TDI Policy Coordinator • policy@tdiforaccess.org
Silver Spring, MD
https://TDIforAccess.org

Northern Virginia Resource Center for Deaf and Hard of Hearing Persons (NVRC)
Eileen McCartin, Ph.D.
Executive Director
10467 White Granite Drive
Suite 312, Oakton, VA 22124

Association of Late-Deafened Adults (ALDA)
Laura Sinclair, President • president@alda.org
Rockford, IL
https://www.alda.org

Registry of Interpreters for the Deaf (RID)
Star G. Grieser, CEO
Contact: Neal Tucker, Director of Government Affairs
www.rid.org

6
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Deaf Seniors of America
Contact: Elaine Navratil, elaine.navratil@gmail.com
www.deafseniors.us

Global Alliance of Speech-to-Text Captioning
Jennifer Schuck, Chair
Contact: Jennifer Schuck, info@speechtotextcaptioning.org
Washington, D.C. - www.speechtotextcaptioning.org

7
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9) Sue Mairena, President, Annandale Christian Community for Action 

 

Good afternoon, Chairman McKay and Board Members.  I am Sue 

Mairena, President of ACCA (Annandale Christian Community for 

Action) now in its 56th year of partnership with the County providing a 

wide range of services for our neighbors in need in the Annandale, 

Lincolnia, Bailey’s Crossroads and Culmore areas of Fairfax County.  

The services ACCA provides are divided into 2 major categories.  One 

is the Child Development Center (CDC) and the other is our Human 

Service Ministry (HSM).  I will be speaking about HSM. 

First of all, I would like to thank you for your support of ACCA in the 

past and look forward to your continued partnership with ACCA in the 

future.  

The HSM programs include family emergency assistance, emergency 

food and hygiene products, pick-up and delivery of furniture for 

needy families, and transportation to medical appointments. 

Other initiatives that ACCA supports are: 

• Rebuilding Together (housing rehabilitation program) 

• The Annandale CROP Hunger Walk 

• Meals On Wheels  

• Scholarships for students with disabilities  

• The Homework Club and 

• Just Neighbors 

We need the County’s continued support in this fiscal year’s budget 

and future ones as well.  The need for assistance is not going away, 

and is increasing daily.  For instance: 
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Family Emergency Assistance provided $7.5M in assistance for rent, 

utility bills, prescriptions and other needs since the Pandemic began 

in addition to its normal operating budget of $300K and all with 

volunteer support. For 2023 FEA accounted for 75% of our operating 

budget providing $978K in assistance to 385 households which 

include 1,163 individuals. The need continues!  

ACCA Food Pantry volunteers deliver nutritious food and other 

essentials for healthy living to needy families and individuals in our 

community.  Many of these neighbors do not have transportation to 

visit a food pantry.  ACCA volunteers receive information from the CSP 

staff and then make the deliveries. In 2023, the Food Pantry assisted 

3,872 individuals and 1,250 families, a level higher than 2019 and 

2022! With the decrease in SNAP benefits, we continue to see a 

greater demand for this vitally important service! 

Last year, our furniture teams delivered 598 items to 229 people in 62 

needy households. This work was accomplished by 75 volunteers, 

who worked on 10 teams. The furniture program also saw an increase 

in 2023 as compared to the previous year. 

Through partnerships and sharing of resources with other community 

partners, we can help our neighbors provide a safe and comfortable 

home for their families. This work included 2,660 hours of work by 78 

volunteers. 

ACCA continues to participate in Fairfax County initiatives such as 

prevention of hypothermia, ending homelessness, and encouraging 

interfaith dialogue. 

I would like to close by saying the need for assistance in our County 

has always been there.  The need now continues despite the ending 

of the pandemic.  Our volunteers will continue helping as many of our 
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neighbors in need as possible. We ask for the County’s continued 

support in this fiscal year’s budget and future ones to make our 

programs possible.   

With your continued support, and our incredible volunteers, ACCA 

will be able to continue its critical mission.  

We appreciate your consideration and all the work you do for our 

County. 

Thank you 
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11. Sandra Benavente, Advocacy Manager, Ayuda  
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